Accommodation
Centro de Portugal
Óbidos
Óbidos Wood Villas
Tourism in the Country /
Agricultural Tourism
Address: Rua dos ArneirosOlho Marinho 2510-571
Óbidos
Telephone: +351 969 041 622
E-mail: obidos.woodvillas@gmail.com Website:
http://www.obidoswoodvillas.com
Characteristics and Services:
Swimming-pool; Number of beds: 12; Number of rooms: 8;
Number of detached houses: 4 T2; Central air conditioning;
Internet Access; Reserved area for non-smokers; Baby Sitting;
Mini-golf course; Jacuzzi; Gay friendly; Laundry service;
Children's playground; Garden;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Transfer service; Bike friendly;
Room facilities:
Heating in room; Hair dryer in room; Internet access in room; Air
conditioning in room;
Timetable:
Breakfast timetable: 8h00 - 10h00; Room service timetable: 24h;
Payments:
Guiding price: $$$$ (>90€); "All inclusive" rates;
Accessibility:
Disabled access; Reserved parking spaces; Accessible route to
the entrance: Total; Accessible entrance: Total; Reception area
suitable for people with special needs; Accessible circulation
inside: Total; Accessible areas/services: Bedrooms, Swimming
pool; Care skills: Visual impairment, Hearing impairment, Motor
disability, Mental disability;

ÓBIDOS WOOD VILLAS is a Rural Tourism unit with an
innovative concept in the western region of Portugal. With a
modern, simple and eco-friendly construction, it harmoniously
combines the comfort of the wood with the rural landscape
where it is located.
The four Villas, with a T2 typology and fully equipped, are ideal
for families or groups (up to 16 people) and offer various
facilities that will make you feel at home. Besides the reception,
the unit has swimming pool, jacuzzi, parking and bicycles, all
free. There is free Wi-Fi throughout the area and guests can pick
products from the organic garden whenever they want.
ÓBIDOS WOOD VILLAS not only presents the ideal location for
families who want to explore the region or just enjoy a few days
of rest, it also provides activities and experiences that will make
your holiday unforgettable ... what are you waiting to visit us?
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